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Abstract 

This paper is to describe an intelligent motorized wheel chair for handicapped person using voice technology. Our goal is to move 

towards making accessible he manipulation of everyday objects to individuals with motor impairments. It can be controlled through 

simple voice commands using voice controller. A voice recognition application which is interfaced with motors through 

microcontroller. We are using Hidden Markov Model algorithm (HMM). A novel approach is proposed in this paper to impart 

intelligence to a low cost smart wheelchair based on Embedded C system.    
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this research is the development of intelligent solutions for controlling electrical wheelchairs without using a joystick. 

This type of user has increased rapidly in the recent years due to the increasing of accidents, wars, physically handicapped and an 

aging population. We use Android phone for sharing voice recognition through Bluetooth and operate the wheelchair with the help 

of the microcontroller. This is a dual input type operated wheel chair that is made to work based on voice and button module 

commands. 

In particular, robotic wheelchairs may help in maneuvering a wheelchair and planning motion. Recently, research of assistant 

robots is also emerging field of robotic applications.  

II. VOICE RECOGNITION ALGORITHM 

There are many speech and voice recognition algorithms used in voice recognition software and hardware systems and techniques. 

 Hidden Markov Model (HHM)  

HMM is a statically discrete-time stochastic process model, it is a kind of signal processing technique that has been used 

successfully in speech and handwriting character recognition. HMM is characterized by three matrices namely S, O, π.  

 S: State transition probability matrix (I*I)  

 O: Observation symbol probability distribution matrix (I*J) π: Initial state distribution matrix (I*1)  

 Where,  

 I:  Number of states in the HMM model  

 J:  Number of distinct observation symbols per state  

The symbol λ = {S, O, π} represent all the parameter set of the model. If suppose L is the word to be recognized by the model, 

each word will be modeled by a distinct HMM. Each word has K utterances in the training set, the following steps need to be 

performed to obtain the isolated word recognition:  

1) A HMM model λ w must be established for each word W, the parameters (S, O, π) for the wth word must estimate the optimal 

likelihood of the training set observations.  

2) In the recognition process of each unknown word, the following steps need to be implemented:  
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 The observation sequence measurement M = (m1, m2… mT)  by the feature analysis of the voice corresponding to the word.  

 Model likelihood calculations for all possible models (using Forward Backward algorithm), P (M/λ w), 1≤w≤W.   

 Selection of the word that have the highest model likelihood as: 

W= arg max W P M λ ----1 

Where arg max is the argument of the maximum. 

III. RELATED WORK 

Hand Gesture Movement Based Wheelchair. Uses Accelerometer and Hand Gloves for wheelchair control. Voice Control 

Wheelchair (Base Paper concept) HM 2007 IC is used for the voice recognition purpose. Not so accurate in recognition. Joystick 

wheelchair and head control wheelchair. Not so accurate due to components used and environmental disturbances. The voice 

recognition IC HM2007 is capable of operating in speaker independent speech recognition mode. In speech recognition mode, 

first, the voice is recorded to the external SRAM attached to the IC with the help of a directly connected microphone at the analog 

input terminal of HM2007 keeping the mode selection key in the record mode. In this way 40 0.9second long words or 20 1.92-

second long words or phrases can be recorded into the memory. After training the voice recognition IC like above the mode 

selection key is switched to voice input mode. Here at a particular instant the speech through the microphone is compared with the 

recorded sound and according to that digital output is generated. The output of voice recognition IC is then fed to the digital input 

ports of the ATMEGA 8 microcontroller. The microcontroller on receiving the Signal directs the motors through the control circuit. 

The control of speed and direction are done in this way. The change of direction is achieved by changing the direction of current 

flow through the motor and speed control is achieved by varying the current through the motor. The Communication of HM2007 

with microcontroller follows the protocol given below:  

1) Microcontroller indicates on the S-bus that it is ready to receive the HM2007's status.  

2) HM2007 indicates its status on the K-bus. Z Microcontroller switches its pins connected to the HM2007's K-bus to inputs and 

reads status from the K-bus.  

3) Microcontroller switches its pins connected to the HM2007's K-bus to outputs and writes a command to the Kbus.  

4) Microcontroller indicates on the S-bus that the HM2007 should read the K-bus for a command.  

5) HM2007 reads the K-bus for the command.  

6) HM2007 responds to the command and places the results on the K-bus.  

7) Microcontroller reads the K-bus to determine the result of the command.  

8) Microcontroller reads the K-bus to determine the result of the command.  

IV. METHODOLOGY 

The aim of the proposed system is to use of different available body parameter as a control input to the microcontroller 

 
Fig. 1: Block diagram 

 Peripheral Interface Controllers (PIC) 

Peripheral Interface Controllers (PIC) is one of the advanced microcontrollers developed by microchip technologies. These 

microcontrollers are widely used in modern electronics applications.  A PIC controller integrates all type of advanced interfacing 

ports and memory modules. These controllers are more advanced than normal microcontroller like INTEL 8051. The first PIC chip 

was announced in 1975 (PIC1650). As like normal microcontroller, the   PIC   chip also combines a Microprocessor unit called 
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CPU and is integrated with various types of memory modules (RAM, ROM, EEPROM, etc), I/O ports, timers/counters, 

communication ports, etc. 

  All PIC microcontroller family uses Harvard architecture. This architecture has the program and data accessed from separate 

memories so the device has a program memory bus and a data memory bus (more than 8 lines in a normal bus). This improves the 

bandwidth (data throughput) over traditional von Neumann architecture where program and data are fetched from the same memory 

(accesses over the same bus). Separating program and data memory further allows instructions to be sized differently than the 8-

bit wide data word. 

 Power Supply 

The circuit below gives a high level view of the working of a “regulated power supply”. 

 
Fig. 2: Power supply 

Now comes the rectifier part. This converts the AC voltage     output of the transformer to a DC voltage. It just reverses the polarity 

of one half of the period of the AC signal. This will make both parts have the same polarity. Here we use a full wave bridge 

rectifier to convert the AC signal to DC 

Vin/Vout=Nin/Nout 

Vin = Input AC voltage 

 
Vout = Output AC voltage 

Nin = Number of turns at the input terminal of transformer 

Nout = Number of turns at the output terminal of transformer 

 Bluetooth Module 

 
Fig. 3: Bluetooth 

It is a class-2 Bluetooth module with Serial Port Profile, which can configure as either Master or slave. a Drop-in replacement for 

wired serial connections, transparent usage. You can use it simply for a serial port replacement to establish connection between 

HC-05 Specification 
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 Note 1: 

This is a single unit only. We recommend the purchase a USB dongle to interface to a computer if you do not already have access 

to a computer with Bluetooth connectivity. 

 Note 2: 

Do not attach this device directly to a PC RS232 Port. You will need an RS232 to TTL converter circuit if you need to attach this 

to a computer. 

 Note 3: 

I/O Pins are not 5V Tolerant, use level converter for interfacing with 5V Microcontrollers 

 H-Bridge L293d Using Motor Driving Circuit 

 
Fig. 4: H-Bridge 

The L293D is a popular motor driver IC that is usable from 6 to12V, at up to 1A total output current. By itself, the IC is somewhat 

difficult to wire and use, but the Compact L293D Motor Driver makes it much more convenient to use. 
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Fig. 5: H-bridge circuit 

 Board Special Features  

 Four motor direction indicator LEDS. 

 Schottky EMF-protection diodes. 

 Socket pin connectors for easy logic interfacing. 

 Enable pins are user accessible. 

 IR Sensor 

This infrared transmitter and receiver is called as IR TX-RX pair. Color of IR transmitter and receiver is different. However, you 

may come across pairs which appear exactly same or even has opposite colors and it is not possible to distinguish between TX and 

RX visually. In case you will have to take help of multi meter to distinguish between them. Pair of Infrared LED and Photo diode 

tuned to same IR wave length. You can use this sensor for your Robotics, Pulse oximeter and other applications.  This sensor can 

be used to detect reflecting silver/white strip, obstacle detection, flame detection, etc. 

 IR Sensor Circuit Using Lm358 

Infrared transmitter is one type of LED which emits infrared rays generally called as IR Transmitter. Similarly, IR Receiverisused 

to receive the IR rays transmitted by the IR transmitter. 

 
Fig. 6: IR sensor circuit 

 

One important point is both IR transmitter and receiver should be placed straight line to each other. The transmitted signal is 

given to IR transmitter whenever the signal is high, the IR transmitter LED is conducting it passes the IR rays to the receiver. The 

IR receiver is connected with comparator. The comparator is constructed with LM 358 operational amplifier. In the comparator 

circuit the reference voltage is given to inverting input terminal. The non-inverting input terminal is connected IR receiver. When 
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interrupt the IR rays between the IR transmitter and receiver, the IR receiver is not conducting. So the comparator non inverting 

input terminal voltage is higher than inverting input. Now the comparator output is in the range of +5V. This voltage is given to 

microcontroller or PC and led so led will glow. 

 Motors 

The system includes two DC motors with steel gearboxes. The motor is fixed in the Jaguar lite robot system chassis, the rating 

operation voltage for the motors is 24 V and the rated current is 7.5 A. The maximum weight which can be held by this type of DC 

motor is not sufficient for wheelchair real time application and it will be replaced in the future work. 

V. WORKING DESCRIPTION 

When the voice is detected, the wheelchair can be controlled to move in that direction by giving commands to the wheelchair. 

These commands are transferred to the wheelchair using electrical signals which are used the drive the left or right motor of the 

wheelchair. There are basically two motors connected to the left and right wheels of the wheelchair. The electrical signals are 

transferred to these motors using some hardware ports, called the communication ports. Generally, the communication port is the 

parallel port. There are some basic predefined pins of this parallel port which accept the commands given to the wheelchair in the 

form of electrical signals. For the purpose of demonstration of wheelchair movement using eye motion, a wheelchair model is 

designed in this project, which works on batteries. 

Four wheels are used in the wheelchair for proper balancing. The movement of wheels is controlled by DC motors which are 

attached to the wheelchair. Two wheels located on left side of the wheelchair are controlled by one motor and similarly the wheels 

on the right side are controlled by the second motor. The other circuitry built into the wheelchair includes the transmitter and 

receiver circuits and the obstacle detection circuit. It involves two IR signal emitters which emit IR signals continuously when 

some obstacle appears in front of the wheelchair, these IR signals are obstructed, and reflected back. These reflected signals are 

then detected by the IR sensor. 
Table – 1 

 Command control action 

Command Definition 

Forward Both motors rotate forward 

Left Right motor rotates forward and the left stop 

Right Left motor rotates forward and the right stop 

Backward Both motors rotate backward 

Stop Both motors stop 

Speed one Increase the speed or decrease from speed two 

Speed two Increase the speed 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We have presented a novel technique to help the handicapped peoples. We are using both voice and button module. In case of any 

malware process we can switch the module. 

VII. RESULTS 

 
Fig. 7:  
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Fig. 8:  
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